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What do you think about where the
bank will earn money?



FEE



How VISA and Mastercard
receive the income?



2.8 billion of people make the digital payment (internet) and with shops
(with card or mobile phones)

180 billion of dollar will be transacted every day online, it will make with
bank transfer or electronic payment.

70 million of people are involved with the new Economy with the
Cryptocurrency that it will move 10 billion of dollar every days.

In this part we explain how this market will value
million of dollar and how it will change in this period

and will be a revolution



In every transaction there is a fee
(commission)

Fee From 0,10 $ to 3 $ to make a transaction of 100 $



The New Economy has
started and
Cryptocurrency is the
new method of payment



The problem
for the
Cryptocurrency
for Now

It is hard to utilize

Little adoption

High conversion costs into traditional currency

There are fake details about it

90% of the projects are a scam or it will not work correctly

High speculation



TRUSTCRYPTOPAY IS THE SOLUTION

Cryptopay will be created to be connected with the user and the services that will
be integrated in the crypto sectors.

Cryptopay is the principal Road for Cryptocurrency where it is the Bitcoin and
Altcoin with application and new service associated.

There are members that when will become a Director they teach you how to
utilize it and to receive the commissions

The Cryptopay ecosystem is a DAO and it will be created to utilize Cryptocurrency
to connect the bank world with the Cryptocurrency

Ensuring virtual workplace diversity and inclusion is a group effort.



WHO MANAGES TRUSTCRYPTOPAY?

TrustCryptopay is managed from the CRYPTOPAY-DAO.

Cryptopay is a Decentralized autonomy organization
(DAO) managed from the community to the community.

It is not a company and there is no president or owner.
The community is the core of the project and the
members when they acquire the minimum rank volume,
they can manage the community with the major vote the
platform and projects.



Others 40 tools
and service



What do you think
about being part
of this market
with billions of
dollars? 



Trust Crypto Pay

OPPORTUNITY OF CRYPTOPAY



Formal Education with blockchain

Licence activation for FastStaking

Licence for Mining Pool

Create your portfolio with TrustCryptopay

Elearning for how to make trading with a High-Frequency Robot

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT FOR
TRUSTCRYPTOPAY?



Licence FastStaking  | 50%

Network | 25%
Cryptopay DAO | 25%

ACTIVATE YOUR LICENCE SOFTWARE FOR
RECEIVE THE SHARING FEE

How can be part of TrustCryptopay?



FAST STAKING
NODE 

SHARED MASTER
NODE

Receive CP with your licence
activaction

Receive Cryptopay with the
Proof of Stake mining and for

the Mining Pool.

Become a Master and you can
purchase future clients

(application) and receive
commission for that and also

for the network that you
shared.



RECEIVE
COMMISSION WITH

THE NETWORK.

https://trustcryptopay.com/


70,00 EUR 150,00 EUR 250,00 EUR 500,00 EUR

PACKAGE MEMBERSHIP
Trust Crypto Pay



750,00 EUR 1500,00 EUR 2000,00 EUR

PACKAGE MEMBERSHIP
Trust Crypto Pay



YOU RECEIVE THE 10%
for every package with
direct person connected

DIRECT
SELLING 



YOU RECEIVE THIS BONUS FOR THE CV GENERATED IN THE DOWNLINE

BINARY BONUS
 

Left Leg Right Leg

5000 CV 0 CV





RESIDUAL INCOME
Trust Crypto Pay

YOU WILL RECEIVE A INCOME FOR THIS LEVEL BONUS
1 level = you receive 10% 
         2 level = you receive 5%
                   3 level = you receive 3%
                             4 level = you receive 3%
                                      5 level = you receive 2%
                                                6 level = you receive 2%
                                                          7 level = you receive 1%



1 level = 
2 level = 
3 level = 
4 level = 
5 level = 
6 level = 
7 level = 
8 level =
9 level = 

10 level = 
11 level = 

 

  = 500 CV less leg = 25 EUR
  = 1000 CV less leg = 50 EUR
  = 2500 CV less leg = 100 EUR
  = 5000 CV less leg = 250 EUR
  = 10000 CV less leg = 500 EUR
  = 25000 CV less leg = 750 EUR
  = 50000 CV less leg = 1000 EUR
  = 70000 CV less leg = 1200 EUR
  = 100000 CV less leg = 1500 EUR
  = 250000 CV less leg = 5000 EUR
  = 500000 CV less leg = 10000 EUR

 Supervisor 
 Leader 
Manager 
 Senior Manager
Director 
Senior Director
Ruby 
Pearl
 Diamond  
 Double Diamond Director
Blue Diamond 

 BONUS CAREER PROGRAM
 

You receive this bonus for the Binary Bonus
 



Purchase your Licence in the New Economy
BECOME A MEMBER NOW

Take a Decision and start Now!


